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Abstract: Landslides are a global and frequent natural hazard, affecting many communities and 
infrastructure networks. Technological solutions are needed for long-term, large-scale condition 
monitoring of infrastructure earthworks, or natural slopes. However, current instruments for slope 
stability monitoring are often costly, require a complex installation process and/or data processing 
schemes, or have poor resolution. Wireless sensor networks comprising low-power, low-cost sensors 
have been shown to be a crucial part of landslide early warning systems. Here, we present the 
development of a novel sensing approach that uses linear arrays of three-axis accelerometers, 
used for monitoring soil deformation. By combining these deformation measurements with 
depth-resolved temperature measurements, we can link our data to subsurface thermal-hydrological 
regimes where relevant. In this research, we present a configuration o f c ascaded I 2C sensors 
that (i) have ultra-low power consumption and (ii) enable an adjustable probe length. From an 
electromechanical perspective, we developed a novel board-to-board connection method that enables 
narrow, semi-flexible sensor arrays and a streamlined assembly p rocess. The low-cost connection 
method relies on a specific FR4 printed circuit board design that allows board-to-board press-fitting 
without using electromechanical components or solder connections. The sensor assembly is placed 
in a thin, semi-flexible tube (inner diameter 6.35 mm) that is filled with an epoxy compound. The 
resulting sensor probe is connected to a AA battery powered data logger with wireless connectivity. 
We characterize the system’s electromechanical properties and investigate the accuracy of deformation 
measurements. Our experiments performed with probes up to 1.8 m long demonstrate long-term 
connector stability, as well as probe mechanical flexibility. F urthermore, o ur a ccuracy analysis 
indicates that deformation measurements can be performed with a 0.390 mm resolution and a 95%
confidence interval of ±0.73 mm per meter of probe l ength. This research shows the suitability of 
low-cost accelerometer arrays for distributed soil stability monitoring. In comparison to emerging 
low-cost measurements of surface displacement, our approach provides depth-resolved deformation, 
which can inform about shallow sliding surfaces.

Keywords: sensor arrays�� geotechnical sensors; solderless connectors; wireless sensor networks; 
deformation monitoring; accelerometer27

1. Introduction28

Landslides are a global and frequent natural hazard, affecting many communities and29

infrastructure networks. Between 2004 and 2016, 4,862 non-seismic fatal landslide events have30

been recorded in the Global Fatal Landslide Database [1]. Of those, 12% had a direct impact on31
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infrastructure; this is most likely an under-reported value [1,2]. Small failures (< 10 m3) are recognized32

to having the largest impact on infrastructure, representing 95% of events that impacted the Swiss33

transportation network between 2012 and 2016 [3]. While these events account for 74% of direct34

damages, they are rarely reported in regional or global landslide inventories. Climate change is35

expected to increase the frequency of extreme weather events, which are known to have adverse36

impacts on infrastructure slopes [4], and thus may cause even more failures in the future. Hence, there37

is an increasing need for novel instrumentation that can lead to a better understanding and enhanced38

monitoring of infrastructure conditions [5].39

Smethurst et al. (2017) and Uhlemann et al. (2016) [5,6] provide a comprehensive overview of40

current technological solutions for slope stability monitoring. Their studies highlight the frequent use of41

technologies to monitor soil displacements, but also emphasize the need for depth-resolved, continuous42

measurement approaches. While slopes with known stability problems are often monitored using43

conventional instrumentation, such as inclinometers or piezometers, and/or site specific geophysical44

instrumentation or soil moisture sensor networks [7,8], such efforts are often related to significant costs45

for sensor installation and long-term monitoring. Even though such site-specific monitoring solutions46

are known to be valuable for managing infrastructure assets [9], stakeholders require new approaches47

for monitoring the conditions of longer lengths of earthworks [5]. While remote sensing or fiber optic48

sensing based solutions become increasingly available, they are either very costly, require complex49

installation and/or data processing schemes, and lack vertical resolution. Remote sensing data is50

highly sensitive to ground surface deformation (i.e., InSAR) and has been shown to be successful in51

imaging deformation of failing infrastructure [10,11], but the temporal resolution is poor and spatial52

resolution often not sufficient to detail failure events [10]. Fiber-optic sensing techniques, such as53

distributed strain or acoustic sensing (DSS and DAS, respectively), are becoming increasingly used to54

monitor infrastructure assets [12]. Since telecommunication fibers are often installed next to road or55

railways, these networks of fiber optic cables can provide a cost-efficient monitoring solution [13]. Yet,56

the interrogators required to record and analyse the signals are expensive and need a reliable power57

source. Particularly for remote sensing techniques, data processing is computationally expensive,58

limiting their use for real-time assessment of slope conditions [12].59

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) comprising low-power, low-cost sensors [14] can overcome60

some of those limitations and can be linked to observations from remote sensing or other ground-based61

sensing techniques [15]. WSNs are now being used as part of landslide early warning systems [16],62

highlighting their use for rapid assessment of slope conditions.63

Here, we developed a novel low-power, low-cost sensing approach for soil deformation64

monitoring. In combination with low-power, long-range wireless connectivity [17], the proposed65

solution becomes a means for continuous monitoring of the stability of infrastructure earthworks, or66

natural slopes. Our solution is based on three-axis accelerometers, which are deployed as a linear array67

of sensors in a flexible probe, measuring the probe’s deformation. This is comparable to commercially68

available ShapeAccelArrays (SAA, Measurand, Hanwell, New Brunswick, Canada, [18]) and the69

prototype for inclination measurements presented by Ruzza et al. (2020) [19]. Here we develop an70

integrated solution that houses sensors in a thin tube. The sensor probe is used with a low-cost71

logging unit that is described in detail in Wielandt et al. (2021) [20], resulting in a solution that has72

a small footprint, is sturdy and easy to install, is highly energy efficient (i.e., AA battery powered),73

and ready to be deployed as networks of sensors [21]. By combining these deformation measurements74

with depth-resolved temperature measurements, we can link our data to water and temperature75

dynamics [22–24]. In comparison to emerging, low-cost measurements of surface displacement (e.g.,76

tiltmeter, extensiometer or GPS), our approach provides depth-resolved deformation, which can inform77

about shallow sliding surfaces and processes.78

The development of these linear sensor arrays poses many challenges. From an electrical79

point of view, it requires the design of a low-power array of individually addressable sensors, with80

a configurable length of up to ∼2 m. In order to enable large-scale distributed wireless sensor81
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deployments, the design should also be low cost, and easy to manufacture and assemble [25]. This82

means that the electrical challenges are complicated by mechanical requirements and limitations that83

mandate specific design solutions and novel techniques. Critical mechanical requirements include84

a thin and flexible probe design with a fixed 50 mm spacing between sensors, and robustness in85

harsh field conditions. In order to fulfill all requirements, a modular approach is adopted. 200 mm86

long sensor sections are designed on semi-rigid, narrow, FR4 printed circuit boards (PCBs). These87

boards are cascaded by means of a novel, solderless board-to-board connection technique [26]. In88

contrast to existing (commercial) solutions, the proposed technique has a zero-cost impact on board89

manufacturing, and provides great mechanical robustness at a minimal cross-section, enabling 5 mm90

thin sensor arrays that can be placed in a thin, semi-flexible tube. The connector assembly is fully91

designed in PCB technology, does not require soldering, and consists of a male part containing92

metal-plated barbed pins, and a female part containing metal-plated slots. After cascading the boards93

and inserting them into the plastic tube, the tube is filled with an epoxy compound to withstand field94

conditions.95

The electromechanical properties of the proposed design are experimentally evaluated and96

presented in this paper. We discuss the resistance for different signal traces, and evaluate the change97

of contact resistance over a one year time period. Furthermore, we assess these electrical parameters98

as a result of epoxying, heating, freezing, and bending the probe. Besides these tests that focus on99

the connector design, we study the probe’s power consumption for different configurations, and we100

perform a mechanical evaluation of the probe’s flexibility. Finally, we assess the accuracy of the probe101

for deformation measurements. Lab tests demonstrate the probe’s ability to accurately detect soil102

movements. Furthermore, the probe operation is evaluated in an Arctic environment, illustrating that103

the combination of temperature sensors and accelerometers can be used to study soil movements in104

permafrost environments.105

2. Materials and Methods106

2.1. Inclination Measurements Using Accelerometers107

Accelerometers are micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) that measure a device’s acceleration108

along -usually- three axes. The developments of consumer electronics over the past decade have109

resulted in a competitive offering of low-cost, high-performance accelerometer chips. In conditions110

with low to zero acceleration, these sensors can be used for inclination sensing by measuring Earth’s111

gravity along their three axes [27].112

Figure 1a depicts a static configuration with a gravitational acceleration vector g applied to a113

tilted accelerometer. This acceleration of 9.81 m · s−2 is referred to as 1 g throughout the remainder of114

this paper. A reference coordinate system (xyz) can be aligned with g, such that the z-axis opposes g.115

Any applied acceleration is measured by the accelerometer as a vector a = [ax, ay, az]. Under perfect116

alignment with the reference system, az = −1g, but because of the inclination of the sensor, both117

coordinate systems are rotated by θ, ψ, and φ. As illustrated in figure 1a, these angles express the118

rotation between ax and the xy plane, ay and the xy plane, and az and z, respectively. Basic trigonometry119

leads to Equations 1, 2 and 3, which can be used to calculate θ, ψ, and φ, from ax, ay, and az [28].120

θ = tan−1

 ax√
a2

y + a2
z

 (1)

ψ = tan−1

(
ay√

a2
x + a2

z

)
(2)
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Figure 1. Accelerometer arrays can be used for deformation measurements.

φ = tan−1


√

a2
y + a2

x

az

 (3)

The accuracy of an inclination measurement is affected by a number of error sources, including121

noise, drift, and offset [29]. Bad noise performance is usually caused by mechanical vibrations, a122

high measurement bandwidth, and instability of the supply voltage. For soil deformation sensing,123

the expected impact of noise is minimal because the outdoor environments of interest are usually124

vibration free, measurement bandwidths can be kept low, and supply voltage can be buffered. Sensor125

drift can happen over time and under influence of temperature and/or changes in the supply voltage.126

For subsurface applications, temperature changes are usually limited and slow. Furthermore, drift127

can be detected, compensated, and prevented by stabilizing the supply voltage and by performing128

measurements of temperature and battery voltage. Offset errors in absolute inclination measurements129

are usually eliminated through a calibration process. Deformation measurements, however, are not130

affected by offsets and do not require calibration, since only changes in inclination are measured.131

2.2. Sensor Arrays for Deformation Monitoring132

Figure 1b presents an array of accelerometers (ai, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}) for soil deformation sensing.133

The fixed 100 mm spacing between accelerometers enables a precise assessment of the deformation of134

the probe over time. As depicted in figure 1b, the accelerometer chips are positioned in a spiralling135

formation around the probe’s axis (which is usually aligned with the z-axis) with a 90◦ step size. The136

benefit of this formation is two-fold. First, in practice the accuracy of acceleration measurements137

often varies by axis [30], so if all accelerometers were mounted in the same plane, inaccuracies138

would accumulate anisotropically. This can be overcome by the 90◦ spiralling arrangement of the139
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accelerometers’ coordinate systems around the z axis, which introduces an alternation of measurement140

axes along the probe. For example, a probe tilt in the zy plane in Figure 1b would be perceived141

along a2,z, a4,y, −a6,z, −a8,y,. . . , effectively evening out differences in inaccuracy between az and ay142

measurements. Secondly, the proposed arrangement prevents any asymmetrical sensor drift from143

accumulating along the sensor array, whether it be time, voltage, or temperature induced. The probe144

is also equipped with temperature sensors (Ti), spaced at a 50 mm distance from the accelerometers.145

These temperature measurements can be used for the detection and/or correction of temperature146

effects on the accelerometers, and in some cases provide valuable information on subsurface processes,147

including water and temperature dynamics [31].148

To obtain the global deformation along a probe, all accelerometer coordinate systems have to be149

aligned along a common direction. Here, we align all sensors with the bottom sensor an. However,150

the practical realization of a cascaded sensor formation might not always follow a perfect rotational151

movement in 90◦ steps. In order to correct for the rotational movement and its potential errors, we152

use Rodrigues’ rotation formula for three dimensional vector rotations. The aligned version (ri) of the153

acceleration vector ai is calculated following equation (4), and the rotation matrix (Roti) is computed154

following equation (5). Roti is determined in a calibration phase before deployment by placing the155

probe under a ∼45◦ angle. This assures that ax, ay, and az are non-zero for all sensors.156

ri = Roti · ai (4)

Roti = I + Ki sin γi + (1− cos γi)K2
i (5)

I is the 3×3 identity matrix, and γi is the angle between vector an and ai as expressed in157

equation (6). ki is the unit vector that defines the axis of rotation in equation (7), and Ki is its158

cross-product matrix as defined in equation (8).159

γi =
an,x · ai,x + an,y · ai,y + an,z · ai,z√
a2

n,x + a2
n,y + a2

n,z

√
a2

i,x + a2
i,y + a2

i,z

(6)

ki =
an × ai

|an||ai| sin γi
(7)

Ki =

 0 −ki,z ki,y
ki,z 0 −ki,x
−ki,y ki,x 0

 (8)

After aligning all accelerometers, the relative displacement for each sensor di = [di,x, di,y, di,z] is160

determined with the bottom accelerometer as a reference. The displacement vector di is calculated161

following equations (9), (10) and (11), which accumulate the displacements between successive sensors162

starting at the bottom of the probe. These relative displacements between neighboring sensors are163

defined by the inclination of the sensor (θ, ψ and φ, according to equations 1, 2 and 3, respectively),164

multiplied by their inter-sensor distance of 100 mm.165
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di,x =
i

∑
j=n−1

sin θi · 100 [mm] (9)

di,y =
i

∑
j=n−1

sin φi · 100 [mm] (10)

di,z =
i

∑
j=n−1

sin ψi · 100 [mm] (11)

2.3. Electronic Design166

In order to build the low-cost, flexible sensor probe envisioned in figure 1b, an electronic circuit167

with cascaded sensors has been developed. Figure 2 presents a low-complexity design that enables168

narrow, flexible board configurations and resembles the thin temperature probe design presented169

in [25]. The use of digital sensors with two-wire interface (TWI, also known as I2C) and address pins170

enables communication with multiple identical sensors on a single communications bus. In order to171

individually address the sensors, each sensor’s address input is connected to a D flip-flop’s output,172

as presented in the schematic. The configuration of D flip-flops effectively forms a shift register with173

each bit being connected to a separate temperature sensor/accelerometer pair. Using the ‘D’ and ‘CLK’174

signals, a single address bit can be propagated along the entire sensor array. This approach allows175

cascaded sensor configurations of arbitrary length using just six signals, including the I2C signals176

(‘SCL’ and ‘SDA’), power supply ‘VCC’, and ground ‘GND’.177

All selected components are compatible with the 2.0 V to 3.6 V range, which allows operation178

on a 3 V lithium battery or 2×AA batteries without voltage conversion circuitry, preventing energy179

loss [20]. The focus on low-power components maximizes the battery life of the connected data180

logger, but it also ensures voltage stability along the probe. Power supply noise is further reduced181

with RC-filters at every sensor’s power inputs, ensuring a minimal impact on the measurements.182

Taking the electrical requirements into account, SN74LVC1G175DCK [32] was selected as a low-cost,183

low-power, discrete, small-footprint D flip-flop. Temperature measurements are performed with the184

TMP117AIDRVR [33], which satisfies the same electrical requirements and provides an extremely high185

resolution of 0.0078125◦C and a factory assured accuracy of ±0.1◦C in the −20 . . . 50◦C range. The186

field of commercially available accelerometers is extensive, but the wide set of requirements has led to187

the selection of the ADXL345 from Analog Devices [30]. This chip provides a measurement resolution188

of 3.9 mg, which results in a displacement resolution of 0.39 mm under 100 mm sensor spacing. It is189

offered at a low price point, provides acceleration measurements in the ±2 g range, and has an LGA-14190

footprint and a pin layout that facilitates its use on narrow circuit boards. Furthermore, the chip191

satisfies the previously formulated electrical requirements, which include compatibility with I2C and192

the presence of an address pin. The available documentation [28–30] provides a detailed description of193

the chip’s error sources, including noise, drift, and offset. As previously discussed, the offset does not194

affect deformation measurements. However, temperature and supply voltage induced drift should195

be minimized, detected, and/or corrected. Temperature fluctuations are naturally minimized by the196

probe’s deployment in the subsurface, while voltage fluctuations are minimized by RC-filters and197

the use of batteries with a stable output voltage independent of charge state and temperature (e.g.,198

Li/FeS2 Energizer L91 [34]). In order to enable the detection and correction of any occurring drift, each199

measurement with the deformation probe is accompanied by a soil temperature profile and battery200

voltage measurement. Sensor noise is minimized by a combination of measures; (i) the output rate201

of the accelerometer is set to 50 Hz, which provides the lowest noise level [30], and (ii) averaging of202
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Figure 2. Schematic of cascaded temperature sensors and accelerometers in a shift register configuration

k ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32} measurements. We investigate the impact of averaging on the probe’s power203

consumption and accuracy of the deformation measurements.204

2.3.1. Device Integration and Power Consumption205

The developed sensor probe is intended for long-term, distributed soil temperature and206

deformation monitoring. This means that the probe should be connected to a low-power, battery207

operated, low-cost data logger that provides local data storage and/or wireless connectivity, time208

keeping provisions, and limited data processing. For this research we employed the logger presented209

in [20], which is equipped with an NRF52832 ARM Cortex M4, 32 Mb low-power NOR flash memory, a210

microSDHC expansion slot, a PCF2129AT real-time clock, and wireless connectivity through Bluetooth211

Low Energy and LoRa. The logger connects to the probe through a six wire interface and uses a212

TPS22919 load switch to cut off the probe’s power supply when no measurements are performed. The213

I2C bus is operated at 50 kHz with a TCA9803 bus buffer with integrated current sources, guaranteeing214

signal integrity for probes of up to at least 2 m length. The process of initializing, reading, and215

averaging sensor data is shown in algorithm 1. The logger operates in the 1.8 V - 3.6 V range, which216

makes it compatible with the proposed 2×AA battery set of Energizer L91 Li/FeS2 cells with a217

capacity of 3500 mAh in the temperature range of −40◦C up to 60◦C [34]. The logger’s average power218

consumption equals 75.9 µW, not taking the sensor probe into account.219

Algorithm 1 Probe Measurement

1: Turn on probe power supply
2: Wait 25 ms for signals to settle and devices to power up
3: for Sensor = 1, 2, . . . , n do
4: Initialize temperature sensor, accelerometer and start measurements
5: end for
6: for stepavg = 1, . . . , k do
7: Wait for measurements to complete
8: for Sensor = 1, 2, . . . , n do
9: Read new sensor values

10: end for
11: if stepavg < k then
12: Restart accelerometer measurement
13: end if
14: end for
15: Turn off probe power supply
16: Average k accelerometer measurements

The characterization of the probe’s power consumption is critical to assess its impact on the end220

device’s battery life. We used a Keithley DMM6500 6.5 digit digital multimeter to measure the current221

along the VCC line under a constant voltage of 3.3765 V. We evaluated the power consumption for222

different configurations, varying the number of sensors (n) and the number of averaged measurements223
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(k). As such, we obtained power profiles over time for the evaluated configurations. The total energy224

consumption for an entire probe measurement is calculated by integrating these power profiles over225

time.226

2.4. Electromechanical Design227

The envisioned concept results in a set of challenging mechanical requirements that affect the228

electrical design of the probe. The probe should consist of a thin, low-cost, weather resistant tube that229

is sufficiently flexible to follow soil movements, but rigid enough to allow the probe to be pushed into230

a tight hole in the ground. The sensor array schematically depicted in figure 2 should maintain an231

accurate spacing of 50 mm between sensors, and enable its insertion into a flexible tube. This means232

that this electrical setup should be rigid enough to provide fixed sensor spacing, but flexible enough to233

withstand the deformation of the probe, as well as thermal expansion. Furthermore manufacturability,234

cost, and production yield should be considered to facilitate large-scale, distributed deployments.235

For the construction of the sensor array, several technological options exist. The components236

can be mounted on flexible circuit boards, but such setup would not provide the rigidity required for237

fixed sensor spacing and spiralling sensor configurations [35]. Thin, fiber based (FR4) circuit boards238

provide a low-cost, semi-flexible solution that enables fixed sensor spacing [36]. Because PCBs cannot239

be manufactured for the entire probe length, we adopted a modular approach with each 20 cm module240

containing two temperature sensors and two accelerometers. The resulting setup of thin, cascaded, FR4241

circuit board sections provides a low-cost solution for various probe lengths, and enables the spiralling242

configuration presented in figure 1b. However, the electrical and mechanical connections between the243

cascaded boards poses another design challenge. Many connectivity solutions have been available for244

decades, but despite extensive evaluations of commercial technologies no adequate connector solution245

was found. The summary below indicates the shortcomings of existing solutions:246

• Connector-cable-connector setups: This labor intensive, costly, and bulky solution is often found247

in prototypes and low-volume production devices [37]. Each sensor board has an incoming and248

outgoing connector soldered onto it, and all boards are connected with cable assemblies. The249

cost of the connector terminals, cable assemblies, soldering, and manual assembly easily exceeds250

the actual cost of the sensors.251

• Direct PCB-to-PCB soldering: This technique is often found in cascaded LED strips and252

constitutes PCB edge pads that are aligned and soldered together. This approach is labor253

intensive, prone to production errors, and often mechanically unreliable, as mechanical stress254

can result in solder cracks [38].255

• Board-to-board connectors: Solder mounted board-to-board connectors are commonly used in256

electronic designs and can accommodate the required fixed sensor spacing when mounted at the257

edge of the board. However these parts are usually costly, affect production yields and cost, are258

often unreliable under mechanical stress, and –most importantly– require too much board space,259

affecting the thickness of the entire probe [37].260

Because of these disadvantages, a novel board-to-board connection technique was developed.261

The proposed approach does not require any components and does not require soldering. The262

technique relies on two complementary PCB designs that can be classified as female (figure 3a) and263

male (figure 3b). The main operating principle is that these two FR4 PCBs snap into each other as264

demonstrated in figure 3c, with the metallized areas of the boards being pressed together, creating265

reliable electric contacts.266

The male connector consists of 0.8 mm thick FR4 board with a design that features an array of267

six 3.0 mm wide pins. These pins have exposed metallization (electroless nickel/immersion gold) on268

the top and bottom layer of the PCB and fit into the female part. The female connector contains a269

series of through-plated PCB slots of 0.9 mm × 3.2 mm, angled under ±12◦. The angles of the PCB270

slots introduce a degree of spring loading that ensures a reliable electrical contact between the pins271
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(a) Female connector piece (b) Male connector piece

(c) Mated connector (d) Wire-to-Board adapter

Figure 3. Close-ups of the proposed connector technology.

Figure 4. Modular design of the sensor probe. From top to bottom: (1) Top view of a sensor board,
(2) Bottom view of a sensor board, (3) Cascaded sensor boards, and (4) Final probe assembly containing
an array of cascaded sensor sections in a 3/8 in. (∼10 mm) outer diameter tube, filled with epoxy.

and the plated slots. Furthermore, the barbed pin design in the male connector allows both parts272

to lock together. The final solution is a connector design that is entirely made in PCB technology273

using standard, low-cost production methods. As depicted in figure 3c the boards are mated under274

90◦ angles, realizing the spiralling sensor formation that was presented in figure 1b. The assembly275

of a connector can be done in less than two seconds and does not require soldering. This solderless276

technique contributes to the reliability of the connector under mechanical stress, similar to existing277

–yet costly– press-fit connectors [37]. The total width of the boards is only 5.5 mm, so the sensor array278

can be placed in a thin, flexible tube. At the top of the probe, a wire-to-board adapter (illustrated in279

figure 3d) provides connectivity to the data logger through a 1 mm pitch 6-pin JST SH connector [39].280

The sensor boards exhibit a particular PCB design with narrow (1.60 mm) sections that connect281

the sensors and connectors at the board ends (figure 4). These narrow board sections provide flexibility282

in multiple directions and reduce stress on electronic components and their solder joints. Other283

provisions to handle mechanical stress include fillets of the board outline around the sensors, and284

PCB trace tapering and curving instead of using 45◦ turns. One can also observe that the narrow285
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Figure 5. Test setup to measure the deformation dF of a 20 cm long probe segment as a result of a
sideways force F, which is applied (a) in the PCB-plane, or (b) perpendicular to the PCB plane.

interconnecting sections are designed in a zig-zag fashion. This implementation introduces a minimal286

amount of elasticity along the sensor array that relieves mechanical stress due to thermal expansion287

of the boards. The temperature at which the probes are assembled and filled with epoxy can easily288

be 50◦C above the use case temperatures (e.g., in the Arctic). According to [40], a thermal expansion289

coefficient of 15.30 ppm/◦C can be expected along the length of an FR4 board. This means that a 50◦C290

temperature drop would result in a 1.377 mm crimp along a 1.8 m long probe.291

The spiralling sensor assembly is inserted in a plastic tube of 9.5 mm outer diameter and 6.35 mm292

inner diameter. We selected cellulose acetate butyrate tubing because of its low cost, weather resistance,293

flexibility, and structural stability over a wide temperature range. Finally, the tube is filled with the294

Epoxies Inc. urethane blend 20-2360 [41], which was also selected for its structural stability over a295

wide temperature range.296

2.4.1. Probe Flexibility Tests297

To evaluate the developed design, a series of mechanical and electrical tests is performed. First,298

we evaluate the flexibility of the probe. Figure 5 represents the test setup for this experiment: a probe299

is anchored and a force F is applied 200 mm from the anchor point, causing a deformation dF. The300

force and deformation are measured in a horizontal plane to rule out any gravitational impact on dF.301

This experiment is performed in two configurations, taking into account the orientation of the sensor302

board in the studied 200 mm probe section. In configuration (a) F is applied in the PCB plane, whereas303

(b) studies the deformation for a force perpendicular to the PCB plane.304

2.4.2. Connector Evaluation305

Since the developed connectors constitute a novel technology, multiple tests and evaluations306

were performed to evaluate the stability, consistency, and reliability of the electrical contacts. For all307

measurements of contact resistance, we used the Keithley DMM6500 digital multimeter in a 4-wire308

configuration to eliminate any influence of measurement leads. All measurements were performed at309

room temperature unless noted otherwise.310

In a first study, we evaluate the resistance of the GND, VCC, SDA, SCL, and CLK traces along311

two 1.2 m probes. These trace resistances are measured separately for each of the 12 200 mm probe312

sections without taking the contact resistance of the board-to-board connectors into account. Next, the313

trace resistances are measured for the entire length of the probes, which includes all 12 connectors.314

Aarts et al. (2008) [42] describe a very similar approach, evaluating contact resistance of several daisy315

chained interconnects. The measurements allow us to evaluate the average trace resistance per sensor316

board, and assess the impact of the connectors’ contact resistance.317

The next study evaluates the impact of different events on the trace resistances. For these tests we318

find the average change in trace resistance (∆R) per 200 mm probe section by –again– measuring the319

change over an entire 1.2 m probe. In a first test, we measure the change in resistance after filling the320

probe with the epoxy compound. Next, the probe is frozen for 6 hours at −23.7◦C, and the resistances321

are measured in the first 2 minutes of the defrosting process, as well as after temperature equilibration.322
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In a different test, a probe is placed in an oven at 103◦C to 108◦C for six hours. For safety purposes, no323

resistance measurements were performed on the hot probe, but the resistances were reassessed when324

the probe was back at room temperature.325

The next experiment focuses on connector reliability under mechanical stress. This means that all326

resistance measurements are performed while bending the probe. We evaluate the average ∆R per327

200 mm probe section again by performing measurements on a 1.2 m probe, as a function of probe328

bending radius.329

The last connector experiment evaluates contact resistance over time. For these tests, we evaluate330

the average ∆R per 200 mm probe section again by performing resistance measurements on 1.2 m331

probes. We performed these measurements over the course of one year to analyze the effects of332

oxidation and creep in the connectors.333

2.5. Functional Probe Evaluation and Accuracy Assessment334

To estimate the total uncertainty of the probe’s deformation different parameters have to be taken335

into account, including the sensors’ measurement errors, the number of averaged measurements (k),336

the probe design (90◦ rotation of each segment), and the length of the probe. In order to evaluate the337

accuracy of the calculated deformation as a function of the number of averaged measurements (k) for a338

1 m probe, 3,000 acceleration samples were acquired in a stable environment (0 mm displacement) at339

constant temperature. Then, a Monte Carlo simulation of 10,000 iterations was performed, randomly340

combining measured samples to create 10,000 virtual probes of 1 m long. For each sensor, the341

displacement in x and y direction was calculated following equations (9) and (10) respectively. Finally,342

the deformation error (εd) was evaluated for a confidence interval of 95% (percentile 2.5 and 97.5)343

considering the relative displacement between the first and last sensor.344

As stated by the manufacturer, temperature changes can induce a 0 g offset of acceleration345

measurements. We evaluated this effect on εd for ±1◦C and ±10◦C temperature fluctuations, relying346

on the performance characteristics reported in the ADXL345 datasheet [30].347

In order to evaluate the operation of the probe in a real-world scenario, and to better understand348

the impact of permafrost degradation on soil and carbon transport, 60 probes (1.2 m to 1.8 m long) were349

installed in September 2021 at a field site on the Seward Peninsula, AK. We focus on a the deformation350

occurring over a five days time window along a probe embedded in permafrost to demonstrate its351

capability of tracking small soil movements.352

3. Results353

3.1. Power Consumption354

Figure 6 presents the power profile of two probe configurations with different lengths and a355

different number of averaged measurements (k). The plots indicate the different phases of measurement356

algorithm 1: an initial peak of the power consumption occurs at power-up, and is followed by357

a wider peak that can be associated with sensor initialization and measurements of temperature358

and acceleration values. After this initial measurement, a series of narrow power peaks represents359

the remaining k − 1 acceleration measurements. This explains the longer duration of the k = 32360

measurement with respect to the k = 8 configuration. It should also be noted that a probe measurement361

with n = 12 and k = 32 takes almost 2.5 s, which is significantly longer than the time needed to perform362

32 measurements at the selected 50 Hz output rate. This phenomenon can be attributed to the relatively363

slow I2C bus CLK signal of 50 kHz and the amount of sensor data that is exchanged. As expected, the364

length of the probe clearly affects its average power consumption. For the 1.2 m and 1.8 m probe, we365

measured an average power consumption of respectively 6.17 mW and 13.20 mW, which corresponds366

to an average supply current of 1.83 mA and 3.91 mA. One could argue that these values allow the367

entire probe to be powered through a microcontroller’s GPIO pin and that the load switch on the data368

logger is not strictly necessary to switch the probe on or off. However, a load switch does accommodate369
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Figure 6. Power profiles for a 1.20 m long probe with 32 averaged measurements, and a 1.80 m long
probe with 8 averaged measurements.
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for larger current spikes without directly affecting the power supply of the microcontroller or sensors.370

Cutting off the power supply of the probe with the selected TPS22919 load switch contributes to the371

desired low-power operation of the probe: the probe’s supply current between measurements is below372

the 1 nA detection limit of the used multimeter.373

To assess the impact of the probe’s power consumption on the battery life of a device, we evaluate374

the required energy per probe measurement, as presented in figure 7. These results demonstrate that375

the required energy increases more than linearly as the length of a probe increases. This is explained by376

the impact of probe length on both measurement duration, and power consumption. When considering377

the impact of k on the energy per measurement, one can observe that both parameters do not scale378

proportionally due to the energy cost of power-up, initialization, and temperature measurements. For379

the evaluation of battery life, we investigate a worst case battery life scenario of k = 32, n = 18, and a380

probe measurement interval of 15 minutes. Taking into account the data logger’s average sleep power381

consumption of 75.9 µW, and the logging energy of 4.747 mJ [20], we can calculate the daily energy382

budget of 7.01 J for the data logger, and 2.84 J for the sensor probe. For the proposed 2×AA 3,500 mAh383

battery set this translates to a battery life of 4,320 days (almost 12 years). However, for a more realistic384

battery life estimation, self-discharge and fluctuations in power consumption should be taken into385

account. Since the sensor probe represents only 29% of the device’s total energy consumption in this386

worst case scenario, sacrifices in probe length or averaging (k) would only result in insignificant battery387

life improvements.388
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Figure 8. Deformation dF of a 200 mm long probe segment as a result of a sideways force F either (a) in
the PCB plane, or (b) perpendicular to the PCB plane.

3.2. Probe Flexibility389

Figure 8 presents the deformation dF of the probe by applying a force either (a) in the PCB plane,390

or (b) perpendicular to it. A small force of ∼0.2 N results in a considerable deformation (2.4 mm391

or 2.8 mm) of the studied 200 mm probe section. Increasing this force to 10 N results in an extreme392

deformation of the probe, but dF does not vary linearly with F. Scenario (a) and (b) exhibit similar393

results, so the flexibility of the probe can be considered nearly isotropical. In scenario (a), a < 1 N394

force results in a slightly larger deformation than in scenario (b), which contrasts expectations. The395

logarithmic scale amplifies the apparent significance, but the absolute differences of these dF values396

are all ≤ 0.7 mm and could be caused by measurement inaccuracies.397

To monitor slope instabilities, the applied forces due to soil movements should exceed the probe’s398

resistance to deformation. However, accurate calculations of these interactions involve complex399

models that take into account soil and slope characteristics, as well as the physical parameters of400

the probe. Such calculations exceed the scope of this research, but a basic numerical approach401

can provide sufficient insight in the order of magnitude of the forces that can be expected. Das et402

al. (2012) [43] provide an example for the calculation of stress in a soil mass, assuming standard soil403

characteristics and a slope angle of 20◦, resulting in a shear stress of 111.5 kN/m2. The approximate404

probe cross-section of 1 cm2 results in a 11.15 N force. Given the extreme deformation observed under405

10 N, one can conclude that the probe does not resist soil movements, and that the deformation of the406

probe is representative for the soil movement.407

3.3. Electromechanical Connector Characteristics408

To evaluate the reliability of the developed connector solution and assess its performance in409

various conditions, we present the results of a contact and trace resistance study. This includes changes410

in resistance as a function of time, temperature, and probe deformation.411

3.3.1. Trace Resistance412

Figure 9 presents the resistance of each signal trace along a 200 mm board section, with and413

without the connectors’ contact resistance. First, we calculate an ideal theoretical scenario without414

interconnects. For this scenario, we approach the resistance of each copper PCB trace by assuming415

a length of 200 mm, a thickness of 35 µm (which is a manufacturing parameter), and a resistivity416

ρ20 = 1.678 · 10−8 Ωm at 20◦C [44]. All traces have a 0.2 mm width, except for the ground plane,417

which is close to 0.4 mm width in most places. The resulting theoretical trace resistances are respectively418

0.479 Ω and 0.240 Ω per 200 mm probe section, and are visualized in figure 9. The individual trace419
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Figure 9. Trace resistance per 200 mm probe section, with and without connectors.

resistances (without connectors) for 200 mm board sections are spread closely around the theoretical420

values. GND trace resistance is slightly lower than the theoretical value, which can be attributed to the421

use of irregularly shaped ground planes that were theoretically approached by a 0.4 mm wide trace.422

Outlying trace resistance values for the same board have either been labeled as ‘A’ or ‘B’ in figure 9.423

The measurements for board ‘A’ consistently show a low resistance for each trace, which is most likely424

attributed to a board manufacturing variation (e.g., thicker copper layer). Outliers for board ‘B’ are425

less pronounced (< 6% above average) and limited to the VCC and SCL trace. Since these traces are426

located on the bottom PCB layer, one could assume a single-sided board manufacturing variation.427

When observing the average trace resistance with and without connector, it is clear that the impact of428

connector resistance is barely noticeable: the average increase of trace resistance is only 1 mΩ. Along a429

1.8 m probe, this would lead to an average increase in contact resistance of 9 mΩ, which is negligible430

compared to the total PCB trace resistance. The connector resistance is also low in comparison to the431

used 1 mm pitch 6-pin JST SH connector at the end of the probe, which features an initial contact432

resistance of up to 20 mΩ [39]. In general the average trace resistance aligns well with the expected433

theoretical values, and small deviations can mostly be attributed to trace lengths that deviate from the434

theoretically assumed 200 mm. For a 1.8 m probe, the total resistances for the GND, VCC, SDA, SCL,435

and CLK traces are on average 2.046 Ω, 4.367 Ω, 4.307 Ω, 4.436 Ω, and 4.269 Ω, respectively. These436

results indicate the benefit of maximizing the GND trace width: this trace forms a return path for all437

signals, so a minimal GND resistance results in a smaller voltage drop for each signal of the probe.438

Figure 6 can be used to determine the maximum supply current of 7.15 mA along a 1.8 m probe. This439

results in a maximal supply voltage drop of 45.8 mV, which is not expected to affect sensor operation440

when using a > 3 V battery supply.441

3.3.2. Thermal Effects and Epoxying442

Figure 10 presents the change in contact resistance ∆R over a 200 mm probe section, as a result443

of epoxying, freezing, or heating the probe. The epoxy process does not seem to affect the contact444

resistance of the connectors, as all measured changes in resistance are close to 0 Ω, as theoretically445

expected. The freezing process clearly affects the trace resistance of a probe. Figure 10 depicts446

the theoretical trace resistance at -23◦C and 0◦C, calculated using ρ−23 = 1.387 · 10−8 Ωm and447

ρ0 = 1.543 · 10−8 Ωm [44]. The measurements are centered around the 0◦C trace resistance, which448

makes sense given the defrosting process. After equilibration to room temperature, all results return449

to close to their original values. The results of the heating experiment show increases of the trace450

resistance by up to 33 mΩ. Given the extreme deformation of the probe due to plastic softening and451

swelling during this experiment, these results are considered unexpectedly positive. For comparison,452

the used JST SH connector has a reported 40 mΩ contact resistance after environmental testing [39].453
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Overall, no connector failures were experienced during any of these tests, and the heated probe was454

still working one year after the experiment.455

3.3.3. Probe Bending456

Figure 11 shows the connector’s performance as a function of probe bending. The average change457

in resistance is measured for each signal over a 200 mm probe section, as a function of bending radius.458

This test was planned to be destructive, determining the point of failure. The results show that no459

noticeable change in resistance is observed for a bending radius up to 390 mm. At 290 mm bending460

radius, some significant changes in contact resistance are observed, possibly due to settling contacts.461

The probe still performs well under a 200 mm bending radius, but under a 150 mm radius an average462

contact resistance of 8.333 kΩ is observed. This change became permanent after the experiment and463

represents the maximum measurement range for our setup (50 kΩ/6), so we can assume that one of464

the sensor boards snapped under this extreme bending. We can conclude from our tests that we were465

able to bend and reliably use the probe up to a bending radius of 200 mm, far beyond the expected466

realistic use case scenario.467

3.3.4. Trace Resistance over Time468

Figure 12 presents the change in trace resistance per 200 mm section over time. The results469

are obtained 1, 17, 66, and 352 days after assembly, respectively, allowing us to observe effects like470

oxidation and creep in the connectors. The measurements indicate a spread of up to 46 mΩ and471

the daily average change in resistance is mostly negative, which could indicate that contacts slightly472

improve over time, but it could also be a result of measurement inaccuracies due to variations in test473
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lead tip contact resistance. The results of this experiment demonstrate the long term stability of the474

developed connectors. No failures or negative trends due to oxidation or creep were detected. The475

protective properties of epoxy and the electroless nickel/immersion gold plating on the boards are476

expected to contribute to these positive results.477

3.4. Accuracy Assessment478

The probe’s accuracy is assessed by studying the deformation errors (εd) for k ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32}479

under 0◦C,± 1◦C and± 10◦C temperature variations. Figure 13 shows the 95% confidence interval (2.5480

and 97.5 percentiles) of εd deformation errors over a 1 m probe. For each scenario (k, temperature) the481

results were obtained through a series of 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations, as explained in section 2.5.482

Increasing the number of averaged measurements has a significant impact on the accuracy up to483

k = 8, reducing the 95th percentile error range from ± 1.92 mm to ±0.82 mm. Thereafter, the error484

range decreases more slowly to ±0.73 mm for k = 32. Temperature variations lead to increased errors485

of deformation measurements. A variation of ±1◦C increases the 95% certainty interval with up to486

0.72 mm, while a variation of ±10◦C widens the interval with up to 2.88 mm. However, higher values487

for k still significantly improve the probe’s accuracy, regardless of the temperature variations. Given488

the overall superior results and limited impact on battery life for higher values of k, we advise the use489

of k = 8 . . . 32 for all future measurements with the developed deformation probes.490

3.5. Field Experiment491

Figure 14 shows the data acquired by a probe (k = 32) deployed on the Seward Peninsula, AK in492

September 2021. For this probe, data of the first five days after installation showed movements of up493

to 0.01 m, with a clear slip plane at 1.1 m depth related to the interface between frozen and unfrozen494

conditions. The data show continuous deformation with almost constant deformation rates of about495

2 mm/day between 0 and 0.6 m depth along the x-axis. This represents a significant displacement,496

since it exceeds the 95% confidence interval for k = 32 at ±1◦C of ±1 mm/m. Below this, deformation497

rates are decreasing until 1.1 m depth, and deformations below that are negligible. Similarly, no distinct498

movement can be observed along the y-axis for depths below 1.1 m, whereas above movements of up499

to 5 mm over this five day period were recorded. The temperature data show that below 1.1 m depth,500

the soil is frozen, whereas above the soil is unfrozen.501

This clear deformation profile, with five sensors showing no movement, and 11 sensors showing502

continuous deformation (both along the x and y direction), highlights the accuracy, and real-world503

applicability of this approach. From the data we can show that deformations in the order of 1 mm504

can be retrieved (even though this is below the nominal accuracy), and that the sensors itself, when505

installed in a soil column, show no considerable drift or noise over the five days period. The inclusion of506
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Figure 13. Deformation error (εd) in function of number of averaged measurements (k) expressed as
2.5th and 97.5th percentiles for 0◦C, ± 1◦C and ± 10◦C temperature variations.

temperature measurements clearly indicates a relationship between freezing depth and soil movement,507

and will be the target for future investigations to better understand and predict soil transport in508

permafrost environments.509

4. Conclusions510

This study presents the design of a novel, low-power, flexible sensor array for monitoring soil511

deformation and temperature in slopes with shallow instabilities. In contrast to coventional approaches,512

the developed solution is low-cost, lightweight, robust, and easy to install, enabling large-scale513

deployments in densely distributed, wirelessly connected configurations. We provide a theoretical514

approach to deformation sensing based on three dimensional acceleration measurements. This results515

in a conceptual probe design consisting of an array of temperature sensors and accelerometers spaced516

50 mm apart. In a discussion of the electronic design, we present a configuration of individually517

addressable sensors on an I2C bus. A discrete shift register with D flip-flops along the entire probe518

enables cascaded sensor setups of variable length by using just six signals. The ultra low-power519

design is compatible with an existing 2×AA battery powered wireless data logger. A study of the520

sensor probe’s power consumption compares different probe lengths and measurement averagings (k),521

indicating that a worst case scenario of a 1.8 m long probe with k = 32 still results in a battery life of522

almost 12 years, with the probe only representing 29% of the device’s total energy consumption. In523

order to meet the challenging mechanical requirements of the sensor probe, a specific electromechanical524

design is presented, using narrow FR4 printed circuit boards with a novel, solderless board-to-board525

connection method. The low-cost connection method does not require any components and enables526

extremely thin, semi-flexible probes of adjustable length. In the final assembly step, the sensor arrays527

are placed in a 9.5 mm OD tube that is filled with epoxy compound. Given the novelty of the proposed528

interconnection method, we include an extensive study of the contact resistance and its change as529

a function of time, temperature, and deformation. The results demonstrate long-term stability and530

resistance to bending up to a radius of 200 mm. For the entire probe assembly we evaluate the flexibility,531

showing significant deformation under small (< 1 N) forces, and nearly isotropical behavior. This532

demonstrates that the probe’s deformation is representative for soil movement. We also provide an533

assessment of measurement accuracy, showing that deformation measurements with k = 32 and a534

constant temperature have a 95% confidence interval of ±0.73 mm/m. Under ±10◦C temperature535

variations, this increases to ±2.17 mm/m. A set of probes was installed as part of a field experiment in536

a permafrost environment. The results show a continuous soil displacement at a rate of 2 mm/day537
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Figure 14. Field measurements obtained over five days at a field site on the Seward Peninsula, AK, USA,
which is experiencing soil movements in response to permafrost degradation. Left and middle panel
show the displacement along the x and y-axis, respectively, right column shows the soil temperature.
Highlighted in blue is the frozen part of the subsurface, showing that the slip plane is co-located with
the interface between frozen and unfrozen soil.

starting from the interface between frozen and unfrozen soil. This example emphasizes the importance538

of linked temperature and deformation measurements. Future work will focus on the installation of539

dense networks of distributed sensor arrays, wirelessly collecting temperature and deformation data540

in real time as part of an early warning system for slope instabilities.541

5. Patents542

The solderless connector solution that is presented in this paper has been filed as U.S. Patent543

Application serial no. 17/543,032.544
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